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Shaping of Cutting Part of Angle Milling Cutters with Nonzero Geometry
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Abstract: Angle milling cutters with zero and nonzero geometry have been analyzed, as well as their advantages
and disadvantages. Analysis of methods of treating cutting part of angle cutters has been made. The shaping
process of cutting parts of angle milling cutters with non-zero geometry has been discussed in detail. Issues
of designing these angle cutters have been considered and dependencies have been shown for defining their
geometric parameters as well as the parameters required for machine setup for manufacturing the cutters.
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INTRODUCTION is the central angle between teeth of the

Angle milling cutters are widely used in modern z is the number of teeth of the manufactured milling cutter;
engineering to process surfaces like chamfers, bevels, [beta] is cone angle of processed milling cutter. [4]
angular grooves and grooves, inclined surfaces. Typically
such mills are made with zero geometry, i.e., with rake These milling cutters have a number of drawbacks,
angle and angle of inclination equal to zero (Figure 1a). such as low cutting ability, harshness of the cutting
Shaping of the cutting part of angle milling cutters with process, grinding, low tool resistance.
zero geometry is not a technological issue, which fact Interlocking side mills, both angular and frontal, are
causes their widespread use [1, 2, 3]. made with more complicated geometry. In such milling

Main: Cutting parts of angle milling cutters with zero geometry of such milling cutters is determined by location
geometry are usually treated as follows: The workpiece is of  seats  for  milling  plates  in the milling cutter body.
positioned in space and chip flutes are milled by relative This document [5] considers positive, negative and
movement of form-lining surface of a tool with discrete negative-positive geometry of interlocking side mills.
rotation of the workpiece. With that, the workpiece is Advantages of a particular geometry for specific
installed in a dividing device with axis inclined in vertical processing conditions are shown. The milling cutter with
or horizontal plane by angle [phi1] and the form lining negative-positive geometry shown above is equipped
surface of the mill is set in centerline plane of the with double-sided negative inserts. The milling cutter
workpiece (Figure 1b). Inclination angle of the dividing combines good cutting properties of milling cutters with
device is defined by formula 1: positive geometry and high durability of cutting edges

 =  – ; (1) of such a milling cutter is calculated as a sum of the radial1

whereas, the plate. The most appropriate use of combined geometry
 = arctg (cos ctg ) – is half the angle at the top of milling cutters is roughing.

workpiece cone; Disadvantages of angle milling cutters with zero
 = aeccin (sin tg  ctg ) is auxiliary angle; geometry can be eliminated by making helical cutting

[Theta] is the profile angle of a working milling cutter; teeth  with  positive rake and positive or negative rakes of

manufactured milling cutter

cutters, positive and negative plates are used. The cutting

with negative milling cutter geometry. Effective rake angle

rake angle of the milling cutter body and the rake angle on
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Fig. 1: Angle milling cutter with zero geometry (a - general layout, b - scheme of milling flutes with angle milling cutter
with zero geometry)

helix lines of cutting edges [6, 7]. In this case, profiling of require high precision of machining and there is a need in
shaped disk tool of second order is needed. Such tools stability of the cutting process, high durability and
are profiled by methods of determining conjugate points process efficiency. Examples include chamfering, angular
using common normal lines and tangents and the method grooves with low requirements to geometric accuracy and
of determining the profile as an envelope curve of non-critical surfaces, geometric configuration of which
combined cross sections [8]. Shaping of the helical flute does not allow to use a more rational tool. In such cases
profile in this case can be made on a tool and cutter it is advisable to use angle milling cutters with straight
grinding machine with three CNC controlled axes. edges and non-zero geometry (Figure 2a). However,
However, modern machines provide 4 or more controlled treatment of the cutting part of such a milling cutter
axes, which makes it possible to process the groove with causes difficulties, as there is no method for calculating
a tool of a simpler form, but at the expense of more process parameters necessary for its manufacturing.
complex shaping movements. For example, in [9, 10] For teeth with nonzero rake angle and the angle of
profiling of helical teeth on conical reamers was inclination, workpiece should be rotated by two angles.
considered. The proposed mathematical models can also When mill-cutting cutting flutes with a vertical milling
be applied to other instruments, such as coned milling machine, first turn ensures positioning of the front surface
cutters. parallel to the table and the second turn ensures

Common disadvantage of angle (or coned) milling positioning of the bottom groove parallel to the table
cutters with helical teeth is their rather complicated travel (Figure 2b).
manufacturing process.

Milling cutters with nonzero geometry and rectilinear Conclusion: The proposed in this paper method for
edges also have disadvantages, like complicated machining the cutting part of milling cutters is positioning
machinery setup for manufacturing of the cutters and the workpiece in space using a dividing device due to its
flatness deviation of the surface machined with inclined rotation angle and cutting two cutting flutes in it. To do
rectilinear cutting edges. so, on one end face of the workpiece, e.g., at the end with

These drawbacks significantly narrow the scope of smaller diameter, point P is marked on the front surface in
application of angle milling cutters with nonzero the plane that is shifted from the diametric one by value
geometry. However, there is a number of tasks that do not A. The dividing device is turned in horizontal plane on the
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Fig. 2: Shaping the cutting part of a milling cutter a) Cutting edge of an angle milling cutter with nonzero geometry; b)
scheme of a milling cutter teeth shaping).

Fig. 3: Identification of key characteristics (a) scheme for whereas,
determining rotation angle in horizontal plane; b) [gamma]  o1  is  axial  rake angle of machined milling
scheme for calculating rotation angle in horizontal cutter, for sharpening cutting edge located on the smaller
plane) end.

machine table at angle[delta], with respect to table travel
direction. The spindle of the dividing device is rotated in
vertical plane by angle [delta]b with respect to relative
movement direction. Using horizontal and vertical
movement of the machine table, shaping surface of the
tool is passed through the marked point P, providing
setting  to  required  cutting  flute depth. In this case,
offset A is determined by the following relationship A
(Figure 3a) (2):

(2),

whereas,
D1 is workpiece smaller end diameter;
[Gamma]  r1  is  radial  rake angle of machined milling
cutter, for sharpening cutting edge located on the smaller
end.

Dividing device spindle rotation angle in vertical
plane is determined by relation (3):

(3),
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Dividing device rotation angle in horizontal plane is 3. Product Innovations 2013-1. Turning, drilling,
defined by relation (Figure 3b) (4): threading, milling, adaptors. WALTER. Date Views:

(4), SiteCollectionDocuments/ downloads/ global/

whereas 1.pdf.
[Chi] K - angle of cutting flute inclination in the plane of 4. Reference Book of Mechanical Toolmaker (2  ed.,
front surface (5) Rev. and amended), 2006. Eds., Grechishnikov, V.A.

(5), Engineering, pp: 542.

whereas Cutting Tool Engineering, 65: 10-11.
D2 - workpiece larger end diameter; 6. High-Performance Solid Carbide End Mill Catalog,
[gamma] r2 is radial rake angle of machined milling cutter, 2013. USA: Guiring, pp: 163.
for sharpening cutting edge located on the larger end; 7. Lukas Products. Application, 2013. Lukas-Erzett
b - width of the milling cutter; Vereinigte Schleifund Fräswerkzeugfabriken GmbH &
h1, h2 - depth of cutting flute at the smaller and the larger Co, Germany, pp: 404.
ends of the workpiece, respectively. 8. Kozhevnikov,  D.V.,         V.A.      Grechishnikov,

CONCLUSION for Universities (2  ed. amended). Eds., Kirsanov,

Using machining method described above it is 9. Boriskin,  I.O.,  M.V.  Ushakov,  S.Y.  Ilyukhin  and
possible to obtain cutting geometry of angle milling S.V. Potylitsyn, 2005. Designing Reamers with Helical
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efficiency of using them for machining various materials. Publishing House of Tula State University, pp: 165.
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